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Hon. Simon O'Brien MLC
Chair

Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs
Parliament House
PERTH WA6000

Dear Mr O Brien
PETITION No. 7- ENV RONMENTALLEGAC OF M N NG

Thank you forthe opportunity to present evidence to the Standing Committee on
Environment and Public Affairs on 21 August 2013.

As outlined to the Committee, the Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP)
has achieved considerable success in implementing the principles of best
practice environmental regulation since the Auditor General undertook his audit
in 2010-11, and it was pleasing to have the opportunity to present this to the
Committee.

As outlined to the Committee, the endorsement of structural regulatory changes
through the Ministerial Advisory Panel(the Reforming Environmental Regulation;
RER) in 2012 has established the framework for an integrated risk-based and
outcome-based regulatory framework for DMP. This is across the entire
business of environmental regulation for DMP, including approvals, compliance,
operational planning and reporting. The department's success in this area is

evidenced by the ongoing stakeholder support of the RER initiative through
DMP's dedicated stakeholder advisory committee.
During the proceedings on 21 August 2013, there were a number of questions

which the committee kindly allowed DMP to take on notice. I am therefore writing
to you now to provide the additional information which is attached to this letter.
Thank you again forthe opportunity to attend the Committee's deliberations.
Yours sincerely

Phil Gorey
Executiv. Director Environment

20 September 2013
Mineral House 100 Plain Street, East Perlh Western Australia 6004
Telephone +6 8 9222 333 Facsimile +61 8 9222 3862
WWW. dinp. wagov. au
WWW. wagov. au
ABN 69 410 335 356

Amount of nori-compliance identified each year by DMP

On 21 August 2013, a question taken on notice was that DMP would clarify how
many cases of non-compliance were identified each year, and the percentage of
inspections which identify non-compliance. The Committee also offered DMP the

opportunity to discuss in its response the impact of the risk-based regulatory
system is having on inspection and industry compliance.
DMP has reported the number of identified non-compliances as part of its annual
report for a number of years. The percentage of inspections, and the total
number of inspections undertaken, is listed below for recent years.
2009/10
Total number of

2070/11

2071/12

20/2/13

222

192

204

135

202

189

197

120

91%

989^.,

979',

899, ..

environmental inspections
of mineral operations
Total number of sites found

to be substantially
compliant
Percentage of sites found to
be substantially compliant

In 20/2/13, DMP made substantial progress in implementing risk-based
approaches to compliance and inspections. These changes and implications
include:

. Introduction of online annual environmental reports. During 20/2/13
the online Annual Environmental Reporting system was introduced that

has delivered a significantly increased rate of timely submissions by
proponents, and allowed DMP to interrogate compliance reports for
inspection planning. This has, resulted in a decrease the number of field

inspections that are required, as annual environmental report screening
can identify sites of potential nori-compliance (which are then prioritised).
. Formalising a risk based inspection planning system. The inspection
program forthe minerals sectoris informed by a risk assessment process,
where operational and environmental matters are taken into account to
identify the proportional risks posed by an operation (the ranking process
is described further in the below sector).
. Adopting a revised inspection target. In 20.2, DMP first introduced it's
risk-based inspection target; to annually inspect 1009", of high risk mine

sites. Prior to this, a numerical inspection target was used. By focusing on
high risk sites, the number of target inspections was reduced.
The data arising from the inspection reports is also informative as it shows that
while the percentage of sites found to be substantially compliant was down in
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20/2/13, it remained over the predicted performance (as set out in the
department's Annual Report). In addition, it is also informative that the
performance rate relates to high risk sites (where as in previous years the
percentage related to all sites).
Since introducing the risk based framework for inspections in 2011/12, there has
been a greater focus on the assessment of compliance at high risk sites, and the
results suggest that there is a reasonably high degree of compliance by the
industry. While there is a tendency to draw further conclusions from the
inspection and compliance results, it is recognised that statistical summaries can
be sensitive to changes in regulatory policies and external factors. It is therefore
considered that while the risk based framework is resulting in greater targeting of
inspection activities of DMP, the environmental performance of the industry
arising from other factors relating to the RER initiative will be evidenced over
time.

To this end, as part of DMP's broader RER initiative, the department is keeping
under review the inspection performance target, the opportunities for expansion

of the agency's key performance indicators, and continuing to improve the way
in which the agency publicises the level of environmental compliance within the
mineral industry.
Thresholds for major, moderate and minor noricompliance and risks
During the presentation to the Committee on 21 August 2013, the Committee
sought clarification on the thresholds used by DMP as part of its risk assessment
and compliance process.
For the purposes of compliance reporting, DMP applies the determination of
whether the site was substantially compliant or not. A site is not substantially
compliant if its activities trigger either of the following through the inspection(s)
process;

. activities at the site are likely to have, or are having, a significant adverse
effect on the environment, or

. the tenement holder is not complying with conditions of their tenement
and an adverse environmental impact has, or may, occur.
For reporting against these trigger levels, the department uses internal data of
whether the appropriate enforcement action has been taken. In this way it is
clearthatthe data being reported is a reflection of the actual level of determined
compliance (i. e. rather than the number of suspected non-compliance). The
forms of action which demonstrate whether DMP has determined that the site is

substantially compliant (or conversely that there is "Major non-compliance") is
the issuing of a direction to modify, a stop work order, a fine in lieu of forfeiture,
or a warning letter.

Separate to classification of non-compliance, DMP also applied risk raking to
sites (to inform its inspection program as described above). The thresholds for
risk rankings for mining operations is generated through a risk matrix introduced
in 2011 in DMP. The risk assessment operates through senior officers of the
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agency undertaking a desktop assessment of mine site operations and ranking
sites against a variety of criteria include:
. Scale of operation
. Complexity of site operations

. Performance of mine site in achieving environmental obligations
. Previousnon-compliance issues
. Sensitivity of the environment.
As these criteria are individually weighted within the system, the assessment is
able to provide sound guidance for the determination of high risk sites for
environmental inspections.
DMP Enforcement and Prosecution Policy

DMP has published its Enforcement and Prosecution Policy on its website, and
applies this policy in the decision making regarding its response to identified
non-compliance. A copy of the policy is attached.

Responsibility for maintaining the online conservation offsets register
A further matter is to provide clarification to the evidence provided on
21 August 2013. At page 6 of the uricorrected Hansard, and in response to a

question from the Committee regarding which department was responsible for
administering the online conservation offsets register; it was answered that it
was the Department of Parks and Wildlife. Subsequent advice has confirmed

that the Department of Environment Regulation is responsible for administering
the online conservation offsets register, not the Department of Parks and
Wildlife.
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Department of Mines and Petroleum

Enforcement and prosecut on 1001cy
March 2

ENFORCEMENTAND

ENFORCEMENT
Enforcement is an essential element

PROSECUTION POLICY

. Due process and natural justice:
Enforcement action will be carried

in controlling or regulating activities
and gaining compliance with statutory
requirements. This is done by detecting
breaches, bringing them to the attention
of the alleged offender, requirlng
corrective or preventative action,
applying penalties (directly or through
the courts) and providing deterrence.

. Cost-effectiveness:Enforcement

to the Minister for Mines and Petroleum

The legislation administered by DMP

. Policy compatibility:Enforcement

for administering various Acts of
Parliament relating to the mineral
and petroleum industries.

allows it to determine when enforcement

will be carried out within the context

is required and what enforcement
measures are appropriate to encourage
compliance. DMP encourages a

of wider Government policy and other
statutory requirements.

The Department of Mines and Petroleum
(DMP)is the lead agency in developing
and managing the State^sindustrial and
resources sectorforthe benefit of all

Western Australians, while helping care
forthe environment and the public.
As part of its role, DMP is responsible

This policy applies to those Acts and
regulations administered by DMP that
relate to the mining and petroleum
sectors, including royalties, environmental
and resource management, and
tenement and titles obligations.

out within the powers and processes
of the legislation, applying principles
of natural justice.
action will be exercised to produce
the desired outcome with cost

effective use of public resources.

practical, result orientated resolution

Enforcement criteria

of alleged breaches to prevent present
orfuture damage to resources orthe
environment, and avoid adverse impact
on the public. This policy statement is

If on investigation it appears that an
offence under the legislation may have
occurred, the alleged offender will be

These statutes include:

the basis on which enforcement
decisions are made.

may be taken. On-the-spot direction to
take corrective action may also be given.

. Min^^gAct7978

Principles of enforcement

The need for further enforcement actions

in deciding whether enforcement action
is required in the public interest and what
measures should be adopted, DMP will
use the following principles:

will be considered using the following
criteria and applying the above principles:

. Objective: Enforcement action will

. failure to comply with either a
legal direction or notice

. PetrdeumandGeothermal

EnergyResourcesAct7967
. PetroleumP4?el^heSACt7969
. Offshore Petroleum andGreenhouse

informed about what enforcement action

achieve a clear outcome.

Gas StorageAct2006
. Petroleum isubmergedLands)
Act7982

The primary focus of the mineral and
petroleum legislation administered by
DMP is to ensure resources development
in Western Australia is carried out in a

way that facilitates appropriate access
to the resources, ensures an appropriate
return to the community, the integrity
of the resources, and protects the
natural environment and public interests.
The legislation provides a range of
enforcement and prosecution measures
to help achieve this. When required,
enforcement or prosecution action is
taken to ensurethe primary focus is met.

. Proportionalityandresponsiveness:
Enforcement action will be responsive,
timely and in proportion to risk and

. culpability
. levelof broad public concern
. due diligence procedures in place

potential impact.

. Transparency Enforcement measures
will be transparent so that parties
understand whatis expected of them.
. Consistency: Enforcement action
will be administered fairly, consistently
and equitably, taking into account
the attitude and actions of the alleged
offender and any history of previous
incidents or breaches.

. voluntary action taken to mitigate
any harm

. cooperation and willingnessto
take remedial action

. need for both specific and general
deterrence

. precedentthat may be set by failure
to take enforcement action

. Targeting: Regulatory effort will be
directed primarily towards those

. enforcement measures necessary
to ensure compliance

whose activities involve serious or

significant breaches of the legislation.
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. seriousnessofbreach

. failuretonotify.
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Enforcement measures

ProsecutibnsAct7997 Statement of

Under its legislation, DMP's enforcement

Prosecution Policy and Guidelines 2005
Isee WWW. dpp. wa. gov. au), including
that there be a reasonable prospect

options include:

. Warnings: Written warningsor
verbal warnings, which may be

given where the breach is minor
and can be rectified quickly.
. Notices: Requirecompliance

with the legislation, either by
ceasing certain activities or carrying
out certain measures within a

specified time.
. Amendment to licence conditions:

May arise from a breach of the
legislation or licence. Conditions
on the licence may require action to
be taken to bring the operation into
compliance within a specified time.
. Directions:Issued under the

legislation and used in situations
where there is imminent risk of harm

Compliance with improvement
notices orstop work orders;
Co-operation with DMP staff in the
lawful course of their duties; and

of conviction.

Deterrent effect.

Mattersthat maybe prosecuted
Where there is sufficient evidence, DMP

Companies and individuals

may prosecute for matters including:

Criminal proceedings will be brought
againstthe person/s responsible for
the offence. It will be usual practice

. Incidents orbreacheshaving
significant consequences for royalty
collections, resource integrity, the
environment or persons;

to prosecute the company wherethe
offence resulted from its activities.

However, DMP will also consider any
part played in the offence by the officer/s
of the company, including directors and
managers. Action may also be taken
against directors and managers (as well
as the company) where it can be shown

. Operating without a relevantlicence;
. Persistent breaches of regulatory
requirements;
. Failure to comply with an approved
and accepted environmental

the offence was committed with their

management plan;

authority permission or consent.

. Failure to comply with prescribed

Penalties

remedial requirements;

Under the legislation, the Court may
impose a fine, injunctive relief or both.

to a resource, the environment or a

person. They can include an order
to stop work untilfurther notice.
. Suspensionorrevocation
of licence: A licence may be
suspended or revoked following:
. contravention of anyimposed
licence conditions, or
. wherethere exists an

unacceptable risk to the
environment, people, or both.
. Prosecution: Maybe initiated
following breaches of the legislation.
PROSECUTION

. Recklessdisregardforstandards;
. Failure to supply information without
reasonable excuse or knowingIy
or recklessly supplying false or
misleading information; or
authorised officers,

Decision to prosecute
Prosecution may occurif DMP is satisfied
there is sufficient, admissible and reliable

committed, and that it is in the public
interest to proceed.

of enforcement. It aims to punish

to prosecute:

DMP may use prosecution in conjunction
with other enforcement measures.

DMP recognises that prosecution is
a serious matter, and decisions will

have regard to the DirectorofPubffc

DMP will Iiaise with other Government

Contact details

If you would like further information in
relation to this policy, please contact the
General Manager, Compliance Unit.

. Potential to impact on royalty
collections, resource integrity,

Government of Western Australia

Department of Mines and Petroleum
Mineral House, 100 Plain Street,
East Perth, Western Australia 6004

the environment or persons;

. Foreseeability of the offence;

Tel: +61 8 9222 3333

. Intent of the offender;

Fax: +61 8 9222 3862

. History of offending;

WWWdmpwagO

Working with other regulators
agencies to ensure effective enforcement
and compliance with legislation.

evidence that an offence has been

Prosecution is an important part

act as a deterrent.

conviction which could serve to illustrate

the need to comply with requirements
of legislation administered by it, or act
as a deterrentfor engaging in similar
illegal conduct.

. Obstructing investigatorsor

The following public interest factors
will be used to help decide whether

wrongdoing, avoid recurrence and

Publicity
DMP will draw media attention to any

Email: dinp@dinp. wagov. au
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